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A stylish and hardworking companion to The Curated Closet that guides you through
discovering your individual style and building the perfect wardrobe to meet all of your sartorial
needs. Never again will you have a closet filled with clothes and nothing to use! This useful
workbook will empower you to identify favored color palettes, silhouettes, key pieces, and outfit
formulas which will make getting dressed a pleasure and a breeze. In The Curated Closet
Workbook, she walks you through this technique with a series of prompts and ideas that make
defining your look and curating your closet easier than ever.Style guru and author of The
Curated Closet Anuschka Rees has helped thousands of women identify their ideal personal
design and create an ideal wardrobes to fit their lifestyles with her highly strategic--and totally
effective--curated closet system.
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Fantastically helpful book! After a decade of being frustrated and going in circles, this
publication has me back on track!Now I dont own her various other book so Im uncertain how
much overlap right now there is, I was in fact seeking for the Curated Closet book when I
discovered this workbook was shortly to be released..I had fun with fashion in my youth but
after university got a little lost from myself through both having children, and also moving from
an extremely cold/seasonal climate, to a very hot climate. Im honored to be the first person to
examine this publication, and I must say, that for the $11 We paid, this book has insanely
surpassed any targets that I could have had. Like those style adjustments that go along with
moving into old phases of life, profession work, coming out of dowdy-mom phase, weight
gain/loss, only a general 'have no clue how but wish to look nicer'.Therefore to close, I would
definitely recommend this reserve in the event that you enjoy workbooks, and so are stuck
about anything fashion/wardrobe related. I have had countless 'Ah-ha!' occasions, which is so
superior to wandering around malls confusedly, and looking at my closet not really having the
ability to quite number out what's wrong. I am in fact enjoying shopping and getting dressed
once again, rather than viewing both as a form of drudgery. I would honestly say its value for me
personally has been far, a lot more than that. I made a decision to wait and buy this instead. I
believe this workbook was certainly more helpful for me personally than the other publication,
Im a big lover of actually going through activities/writing/DOING anything. I am nearly through
the publication although there are sections I'll go through again as the need raises. The layout is
also very clean and minimal, which is good because this whole style/wardrobe thing is already
overwhelming for folks like me, and clutter would just make that worse. I have only had this
reserve for a few days but I have already made light years of improvement on my problems. Her
questions provoke thought and reflection, and so are very comprehensive. I actually feel just a
little poor and want to send out Anuschka Rees a personal gift, for this book has been an
invaluable present to me.. It offers practical exercises on how best to peel aside the layers of
poor shopping behaviors and poor clothing options and create a wardrobe that genuinely
reflects the reader just. While the other book looked lovely and equally well structured/helpful, I
must say i appreciate that I could use this in a hands-on way. As a lover and maker of clothes
There is the content of this book a fantastic organized approach that doesn't attempt to shoe
horn the reader right into a group of someone elses invention. The just how-to wardrobe book I'll
ever need. This is simply not a reserve for a mindless drone, but also for those wishing to
develop a strong personal design rather than shy of putting their creativity to work along the
way.
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